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Ocean Wind Climate Data Record
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Objective
Develop a Climate Data Record (CDR) of Ocean Vector Winds using 
all scatterometer/radiometer data available since 1991

ERS, QuikSCAT, ASCAT + (WindSat, OSCAT, RapidScat, SMAP, ScatSat)

Bring consistency among all scatterometer measurements, current 
and past missions

Establish a method for extending consistency to future missions

Accuracy level of 0.1 m/s, at global monthly scale

Cross-calibration of different sensors needs to account for 

 sensors observing at different time of the day

 Potential differences in ocean response at difference sensor 
frequency (Ku-, C-, and L-band) and resolution (10-50 Km); 

 Different Quality-Control/rain impact for various datasets

 Sensor stability issues 
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Cross-calibration method
A common calibration target for Scatterometers Radiometer 
global winds (RTM V7-V8), 0-30 m/s; absolute calibration: Buoys 

Calibration of high winds (in progress): Use airborne observations 
(Step-Frequency Microwave Radiometers SFMRs, dropsondes) as 
common calibration target for winds > 30 m/s

Diurnal effects: Use non-sun-synchronous radiometers to tie wind 
speeds for scatterometer missions observing at different time of the 
day
 Past: TMI (tropical 40NS, 1998-2014)

 Current and future: GMI (global 70NS, since 2014)
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Timeline of cross-calibrated GMFs

In the past years we focused on making the Ku-band and C-band 
backscatter model functions (GMFs) consistent at all wind speeds

Ku-2011 (QuikSCAT): uses 10 GHz winds from WindSat as calibration 
target (Rain-free, 90 min colocations; Ricciardulli and Wentz, JAOT 2015)

C-2013 (ASCAT): used 18 GHz winds from SSMI  sub-optimal 
calibration: stability issues, atmospheric effects, inconsistencies in PDFs vs 
QSCAT

N-2014 (RapidScat): Extension of Ku-2011 to all incidence angles

L-band (Aquarius, SMAP) RSS GMF (Meissner et al.; JGR 2014)

New in 2016:
Completed the development of new C-band GMF C-2015
C-2015 (ASCAT), improved calibration:  uses 10 GHz winds from TMI 
and GMI as calibration target (Rain-free, 2 hr colocations). 

Reprocessed RSS ASCAT-A V2.1 winds with C-2015 (April 2016)  
available @   www.remss.com/ascat
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- Non-linear extrapolation above 30 m/s  Higher winds above 30 m/s

- Fixed a small bump around 20 m/s  consistency with QuikSCAT and 
Radiometer around 20 m/s

- Small  changes at very low winds  slightly higher wind values, better PDF  
alignment at different WVC

C-2015 versus C-2013:

Non-directional coefficient A0 ASCAT Wind speed C2015-C2013
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Cross-Calibration at 0-30 m/s

RapidScat vs ASCAT and WindSat

QuikSCAT vs WindSat

ASCAT vs GMI and QuikSCAT
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Wind Speed
Bias (m/s)

St Dev (m/s)

ASCAT-QuikSCAT 0.0 1.12

ASCAT-WSAT -0.04 1.45

ASCAT-GMI 0.0 0.90

ASCAT-TMI -0.07 0.65

ASCAT-AMSRE 0.04 1.23

ASCAT-AMSR2 0.03 1.22

ASCAT-Buoys -0.01 1.11

ASCAT-NCEP 0.25 1.17

ASCAT-ECMWF 0.39 1.06

ASCAT-RapidScat 
(High SNR I)

-0.15 1.17

TMI,GMI,RapidScat: 90-120 min colocations; Buoys: 30 min
All others: 4 hrs

Global Bias and St Dev: ASCAT vs validation data
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Tuning of High Winds
We developed a database of 50+ 
extratropical storms (very little impact of 
rain), for WindSat, QuikSCAT, and ASCAT.

We “tuned” the ASCAT coefficients at high 
winds to “statistically match” WindSat and 
QuikSCAT storm fields.

As a consequence by design, ASCAT, 
WindSat and QuikSCAT are more or less 
consistent at high winds

Coming soon: We plan to use SFMR to 
validate and tune scatterometer winds > 
30 m/s

SMAP high winds match the SFMR,

Could be used for additional tuning
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SMAP wind field for TC PATRICIA
compared  with SFMR (circles) after 
resampling to satellite resolution. 

Comparison: SMAP versus SFMR 
(resampled) for 10 TC during 2015. 
It shows a very good correlation 
between 15 – 70 m/s. 

SMAP (L-band) High Winds

• SMAP processed in Near-Real-Time at RSS
• SMAP winds are not of climate-quality in general
• SMAP strength is at high winds in tropical cyclones (TC), even in rain
• SMAP winds match airborne SFMR flying into tropical storms

(Meissner et al, 2016; submitted to BAMS; and Meissner presentation, EUMETSAT Sep 25, 2016)
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Stability of the Wind Timeseries

•Intercalibration at global monthly scale within 0.1 m/s
•This is the minimum required in order to detect decadal global 
trends (if any). Regional trends are much higher.
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Regional X-Cal, ASCAT V2.1

More about this later…

2-4 hour colocations



SST impact on Ku-band backscatter

The impact is more 
relevant at winds > 5 m/s, 
V-pol more than H-pol.

Max-Impact estimates
(at 5-10 m/s):

Cold SSTs (5C)
V-pol : -10%
H-pol: - 3%

Warm SSTs (30C)
V-pol : +5% 
H-pol: + 3%

A0 non-directional coefficient

• Ocean backscatter might have a dependency on SST, 
different for C- and Ku- band; so far not considered in the 
GMFs  can give rise to regional bias in cold SSTs

• Studying the SST impact by comparing C-band to Ku-
wind retrievals can be tricky, other factors in the wind 
retrieval, diurnal variability and quality control can 
contribute to regional differences which are not due to 
SST effects.

• We studied the response of ocean backscatter s0 at 
different SSTs by stratifying 7 years of QuikSCAT s0 as a 
function of colocated wind speed and SST from rain-free 
WindSat.
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KU-band GMF, SST-dependent



Our theoretical estimate of the impact (combining effect at V-Pol and H-pol)
Is consistent with this bias between colocated rain-free QuikSCAT and WindSat winds, 
stratified by SST and wind speed regime.

SST impact  on winds using an SST-independent GMF

The net SST-effect seems to be of the order of  +/- 0.3 m/s. 
This is just a fraction of the bias in the Southern Ocean, not the sole contributor.
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QuikSCAT bias vs WindSat
(or qualitatively ECMWF), 
follows the same 
seasonal cycle as SST. 
Maximum negative bias is in winter,
At the highest latitudes, coldest SST

Seasonal variability of QuikSCAT bias
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Future plans: 
How do we extend the CDR forward

Use non-sun-synchronous wind speed observations from 
stable sensor (GMI) to cross-calibrate sensors

RapidScat might not be functional anymore or stable 
enough for direct X-Cal of future sensors

Use past RapidScat non-sun-synchronous observations 
indirectly, to verify diurnal cycle of wind speed, and 
estimate diurnal cycle of components

Use land C-band and Ku-band calibration as additional 
verification of stability of sensors (David Long, JPL 
group, KNMI, …)

In the very near future, we can still use non-spinning 
QuikSCAT for sigma0 calibration

Use all these methods for calibration of Indian ScatSat
(launch Sep 26, 2016)
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